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Frequency programs share an underlying structure wherein customers need to invest a stream of effort to earn future rewards. We

propose that the effort requirements of frequency programs affect the customer evaluation of rewards in two opposite directions, and

that the comparability of effort and reward determines which direction prevails.
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Results indicated that materialists and non-materialists differ in trading off time and money. Materialists are more impatient (compared 
to non-materialists) for consumer goods and money. In the money condition, a substantial number of materialists was prepared to sell a 
consumer good (which is seen as an important sign of success) earlier even when they received less money for it. This is quite striking 
given the importance materialists attribute to material goods. A potential explanation for this could be our use of a manipulation where 
two identical products were involved. Materialists possibly want to buy another good with the received money as soon as possible, even 
when this results in a lower selling price. Non-materialists spend more money on having pleasant experiences sooner. This could be 
attributed to a possible preference of materialists for consumer goods, which are central in their lives, and money, which can be used 
to buy consumer goods, over experiences. 
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Extended Abstract
Frequency programs have two main components: required effort and earned rewards. A question that naturally arises is how the 

two interact to affect consumer behavior. We propose the effort consumers need to make to earn rewards can influence perceptions of 
those rewards in two opposite directions. The comparability of effort and reward determines which direction dominates. Specifically, 
when effort and reward are comparable, relative processing is employed to evaluate the reward. Effort made decrease the perceived value 
of a reward by shifting the reference point of the reward’s value function. In contrast, when effort and reward  are non-comparable, the 
reward is evaluated holistically by referring to both the effort made and the additional value derived from actually making that effort. 
Consequently, the value function of the reward is steepened by the effort requirement. 

Research Hypothesis
The expenditure of effort can shift the preference point in the value function of a reward. According to traditional economic theory, 

consumers always calculate what they get by subtracting costs from gains, which means that the perceived value of the reward is always 
considered relative to the effort made to obtain it. Kivetz (2003) argues that the effort made can serve as the reference point when gauging 
the reward’s utility by providing a higher level of expectation. Based on prospect theory (Kaheman and Tversky 1979), an increased 
reference point will lead to a decreased perceived value of the reward. Relative processing of effort and reward is conducted in this situation. 

Effort can also add value to a reward, which results in a steeper value function for that reward. Recent behavioral decision theory 
has suggested that a reward acquired from protracted effort is different from that acquired normally. Prior research has indicated that 
making effort can enhance the personal connection or attachment with the final result (Morales 2005). According to Moglinear and Aaker 
(2009), personal connections can boost consumer attitudes about products. Ariely and Simonson (2003) find that products with increased 
attachment are more attractive. Effort can also be an indicator of the value of a reward when consumers can not judge it clearly (Hoch and 
Deighton 1989). Taken together,  these findings suggest that the perceived value of a reward increases with the effort required to obtain it. 

Product comparability is the degree to which consumers consider products using the same attributes (Johnson 1984). The comparability 
between effort and reward can thus be defined as the comparability between the product involved in the accumulated consumption (effort) 
and the free product (reward). While relative processing is pervasive among comparable alternatives, holistic processing dominates 
for non-comparative alternatives when consumers need to incorporate all related information (Johnson 1984). Taken together with our 
argument about the two different effects of effort in frequency programs, we hypothesize that the perceived value of reward decreases 
with an increase in the effort requirement when effort and reward are comparable, and the opposite is the case when effort and reward 
are non-comparable. According to construal level theory (Liberman, Trope, and Wakslak 2007), high level construal results in holistic 
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information processing, and even the most non-comparable alternatives can be compared according to overall worth or utility using this 
type of processing. Thus, we further propose that the aforementioned effect is attenuated at a  high (vs. low) construal level. 

Method and Results
In experiment 1, a total of 114 participants were first presented with one of four frequency programs, in which a certain reward 

was given after accumulated cups of coffee were consumed. The magnitude of effort needed to receive the reward was manipulated by 
changing the number of the cups of coffee to be consumed. The comparability of effort and reward was manipulated by changing the 
product category of the reward (another cup of coffee vs. an umbrella). The results were consistent with the predicted direction, and 
there was a significant interaction effect between the magnitude of effort and comparability (p<.01). The results of the thought listing 
and choice task provided further evidence that relative evaluation was employed when effort and reward were comparable and holistic 
evaluation was employed when they were not. 

In experiment 2, a total of 120 participants were required to make real efforts of different magnitudes (solving easy vs. difficult 
mathematic questions) to gain a real reward (postcards) after being primed with construal levels (high or low). After completing a 
construal-level manipulation developed by Freitas, Gollwitzer, and Trope (2004), the participants were then required to solve several 
mathematic questions with the ostensible purpose of evaluating teaching materials for a middle school. Several online postcards were 
distributed as a reward, and the participants’ evaluations of the postcards were measured at the end of the experiment. The results revealed 
a significant interaction effect between effort magnitude and construal level (p<.01). In addition, participants’ evaluation of the reward 
decreased with the level of effort needed to obtain it at the low level of construal, with the opposite direction prevailing at the high level. 
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Small Change: Subjective Valuation Of Coins And Paper Money
Eric Dolansky, Brock University, Canada

Extended Abstract
According to the official website of the U.S. Mint, the U.S. treasury would save $500 million per year if individuals used one-dollar 

coins rather than bills. As a result, on several occasions in the past, the U.S. mint has issued dollar coins, most recently in 2007. None 
have proven to be very popular (Unser, 2009). So what is preventing Americans from adopting dollar coins? 

Individuals tend to exhibit biases when valuing money, despite the explicit denomination of the coin or bill. Mishra, Mishra and 
Nayakankuppam (2006) found that individuals valued large-denomination bills more highly than an equivalent amount of money presented 
in smaller bills. Work by Alter and Oppenheimer (2008) indicates that familiarity of the money has an impact on how highly it is valued. 
A more recent finding ties denomination of money to self-control in spending (Raghubir and Srivistava 2009).

This research aims to extend previous findings by determining if individuals have a bias towards higher valuation of bills as opposed 
to coins. This topic has been mentioned in the relevant literature (Alter and Oppenheimer 2008; Mishra et al 2006; Raghubir 2006) as 
worthy of further exploration, however the idea has not been empirically tested. Raghubir and Srivistava (2009) incorporated coins vs. 
bills as a condition in one of their studies, but it was inconclusive. 

In nearly every currency in the world bills are of a higher denomination than coins. This difference in objective valuation could 
have an impact on subjective valuation, as a representativeness bias (Kahneman and Tversky 1973). As such, coins would tend to be 
valued less than bills, even when the denominations are the same. It has also been found that people will take an instance and average 
it to its own category. Thus a coin would be valued to the average value in its category, which would be lower than the average for the 
bills category (Huttenlocher, Hedges and Bradburn 1990). This leads to the key hypothesis of this paper:

H1: An amount of money presented in paper form (i.e. bill) will be valued higher than an equivalent amount of money presented 
in coin form.


